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Introduction to ETSC

 The European Transport Safety Council (ETSC)            

is a non-governmental organisation promoting 

independent science-based approach to road safety

 Supported in our work by 47 member organisations 

across Europe. 

 Funded by our members, the European Commission 

and corporate sponsors

 Bringing together practitioners, researchers, policy-

makers and parliamentarians from across the EU

 www.etsc.eu 
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Back on Track for 2020

“2012 was a landmark year for European road 

safety, with the lowest ever number of road 

deaths recorded. […] Still 75 people die on 

Europe's roads every day, so there is no room for 

complacency. We have ambitious goals to cut EU 

road deaths in half by 2020 and we need to keep 

up this momentum to get there.”

Siim Kallas, European Commission Vice-

President, responsible for transport. 



The scope of the problem

• 28,000 people killed in road collisions

• Around 250,000 reported as seriously 

injured

• About 40% of these fatalities occurred on 

urban roads. 

• Around half of the 11,000 urban road deaths 

per year are pedestrians and cyclists.

• In 30% of all fatal accidents in urban areas, 

the victim is elderly.



Deaths per million population in 2012
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The three main killers on EU roads

 Inappropriate or 

excessive speed

More than 2,200 road deaths 

could be prevented each year if 

average speeds dropped by 

‘only’ 1km/h on all roads across 

the EU.

 Driving under the 

influence of alcohol

At least 7,500 deaths could 

have been prevented if 

accident-involved drivers 

reported to be driving over the 

limit had been sober.

 Failure to wear seat belts

Around 12,400 car occupants survived serious crashes in 2009 

because they wore a seat belt. 

ETSC 4th PIN Report 2010, Chapter 3



Progress in reducing speed

• Drivers have slowed down since 2001

• Best progress has been made on motorways:                             

around 30% of drivers exceed the speed limit on motorways

• But speed violations are still up to 70% on rural roads             

(in Demark and Poland) and as many as 80% on urban roads

(Poland). 

• France is the only country to have achieved reduction in mean 

speeds on all road types. 
Average speeds dropped by 10 km/h between 2001-2009 following the 

implementation of a fully automated speed management and safety camera 

system as part of the strategy to “end drivers’ impunity”.



Speed on urban roads
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Reducing mean speeds un urban roads

leads to fewer pederstrian and cyclist deaths



Probabilities of a collision resulting in death

Risk of a pedestrian being killed in a frontal collision with a 

passenger car



What is a safe travelling speed?

Safe travelling speeds according to possible conflicts between

road users travelling on the roads. Source: SWOV, Advancing

Sustainable Safety p.14



Speed Management as Hidden Infrastructure

Percentage of cyclists killed, or killed and seriously injured, at different speed limits

in the UK for the year range 2005-2007 (data from Knowles et al., 2009) in OECD 2012.



Attitudes towards the 30 Km/h limit in 

Europe (Sartre 4 – Road Safety survey)

% «not 

much» or 

«not at all» in 

favour of 

more 30 km/h 

zones in built-

up areas



Why 30k(20m/h) limits?

• Speed both increases the risk of a crash and its severity 

outcomes,

• Increase safety of vulnerable road users,

• As many as 49% of drivers (cars and vans) in the UK 

exceed speed limits in urban areas in 2008. The figure 

can go as high as 80% in Poland,

• Effective instrument in mitigating CO2 emissions,

• Reduce dust pollution,

• Reduce noise pollution,

• Encourage alternative means of transport.



30 km/h Zones: Example of Graz

ELTIS Urban Mobility Forum



Helsinki



Copenhagen

• The  DanishTransport Ministry - working paper "security and safety on 

the bike" concludes that 30 km/h zones decreases the risk of injury 

among cyclists.

• New national strategy for the safety of cyclists being considered.

• Political endorsement for more 30 Km areas.



Paris

June 2013 - additional 30 km/h to be extended on more 

than a third of the entire Parisian road network. 

“La rue en partage” – “Sharing the street” making travel  

easier and safer, especially for children and older people.

This includes :

- 30 km/h zones (target: to cover about 1/3 of the city,         

including all the school zones)

- shared zones

- infrastructure facilities for cyclists

www.paris.fr 





European Citizens Initiative ‘’30kmh – making 

streets liveable!’’

1 million signatures for the European Commission to come up with 

a proposal to introduce 30 km/h speed limits in European urban 

areas. 

30 km/h to become the standard speed limits for villages, towns 

and cities with local authorities being able to decide on 

exemptions. 

30 km/h limits – improve safety 

cut pollution

encourage smarter travel choice

improved traffic flow

less congestion

people can move without fear. 

www.30kmh.eu



Keeping to the limit

EC Recommendation:

• Speed controls should use 

automated equipment.

• Enforcement should prioritise 

speed infringement high risk 

accident sites

• Enforcement + information 

campaigns

• Follow up: with appropriate 

procedures and sanctions



Enforcing 30 km/h 

Section Control (ETSC Fact Sheet 2009)

• High levels of public acceptance: a fairer approach to 

speed enforcement.

• OECD publication on Speed Management : 

• the system ‘could also be used for example between the 

entrance and exit of a village or in 30Km/h zones’ in which 

case ‘only the travel time of those vehicles that travel 

directly between entrance and exit point will provide 

meaningful information’ (OECD, 2006). 

• Speeds of vehicles who do not take the direct road would 

be of course underestimated. 



System-Wide Countermeasures

• Planning and design, operation and use of road network – separate 

motorised from non-motorised traffic

• Area wide speed reduction (30 km/h zones)

• Provision of walking and cycling networks

• Vehicle design – car fronts and side/front underrun protection on HGVs

• Intelligent Speed Assistance for cars

• Enforcement of Key safety rules: drivers and pedestrians and cyclists

• Improve emergency medical system and post crash care

ETSC, DaCOTA



Speeding: ETSC proposes

• Combine automated and traditional 

methods 

• Use stationary equipment at high risk 

sites

• Channel revenues back into the road 

safety work

• Collect quarterly speeding rates for all 

road types

• Set a concrete target



Conclusions

“There is more to life than 

increasing its speed.” Mahatma 

Gandhi



ETSC Publications on Speed

• Managing Speed: Towards Safe and Sustainable Road 

Transport (2008)

• Speed and Enforcement:

Enforcement in the EU: Vision 2020

• PIN Ranking on Speed for different roads (2010) 

• PIN Ranking on Road Safety Management (2012)



ETSC: find out more…

•Safety Monitor

•Drink Driving Monitor

•Speed Monitor

•Reviews & Policy    
Papers

•Fact Sheets

www.etsc.eu

Save the date 18th of June 2014 

Annual PIN Conference – Car user deaths


